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Abstract
Illiteracy is one of the biggest problems faces the developing countries. The illiteracy in the Arab world has reached 96
million; two thirds of them are women, According to Arab Human Development Report. We will use a graphical interactive
ways to teach the illiterate people. We build this application (عelmni) to help illiterate people to confront illiteracy and
eliminate it. The application allows users learn the Arabic letters and words with many activates. The application helps the
three types of learners auditory, visual and kinesthetic/tactile. We use speech recognition technique to measure the reading
skills. The words are displayed in text and the user is asked to pronounce it. The application can work online from the cloud
or offline.
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1. Introduction
Smartphone usage in the Middle East registered a growth rate of 16.2% in 2016, growing by 123.7 million
compared to 106.4 million in 2015 [1]. The number of mobile subscribers in the Middle East is 381 million,
representing 64% of the total population.
The Arabic alphabet is the Arabic script as it is codified for writing Arabic language. It is written from right to
left in a cursive style and includes 28 letters [2]. Most letters have contextual letterforms. The Arabic alphabet is
always cursive and letters vary in shape depending on their position within the word. Letters can exhibit up to
four distinct forms corresponding to an initial, medial (middle), final, or isolated position (IMFI). While some
letters show considerable variations, others remain almost identical across all four positions. Generally, letters in
the same word are linked together on both sides by short horizontal lines.
Most people today depend on Self-Learning instead of normal learning and as result the use of technology
increased by the time and people start to use tools and applications help them in this mission whatever OS
application designed. With the increased availably of computers, many applications are being used in learning
process. Computer-based multimedia learning environments—consisting of pictures and words offer a
potentially powerful venue for improving student understanding.
With the increased availably of computers, many applications are being used as computer-based learning (CBL).
CBL provides several advantages over paper-and-pencil learning including ease and flexibility of administering
and grading tests, as well as allowing for the development of novel technology-based learning environments [3].
Language is a living thing, so the best way to learn a language is in interactive, authentic environments.
Computer technologies and the Internet are powerful tools for assisting these approaches to language teaching
[4].
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related. Section 3 describes the
proposed application in details. Section 4 provides the application tabs layout. Finally, section 5 concludes this
paper.
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2. Related Work
There are few mobile applications for learning language such as Sololearn, Duolingo and Lingbe. Sololearn
helps users to learn the most popular programming language such as Java, C++ and Python [5]. Duolingo helps
in learning human language such as English, Arabic and French [5]. Lingbe also is used to practice languages
with native speakers [7].
There are application learning Arabic from other languages such as English and French. Arabic Alphabet –
TenguLogi is example of these applications [8]. In this work we propose to learn Arabic for natives reading and
writing. There are three types of learners auditory, visual and kinesthetic/tactile [9]. In our application we tried
to satisfy the three learner’s style for example: for Auditory learning they remember information by talking
aloud in word pronounce quiz we think by that way the talking skills improved. For visual learners we supplied
our application by big number of pictures to relate letters and words with pictures. For tactile learners they want
to be involved in learning process this type of learners will be very useful for us by rate the application and send
their suggestions to improve the application.
For language learning, speech recognition can be useful for learning language [9]. It can teach proper
pronunciation, in addition to helping a person develop fluency with their speaking skills.
The present work aims to:
 Teaching kids the main concepts of Arabic Language like letters ,Words and Writing
 Teaching non-spoken Arabic language some keys of this language
 Help illiterate people on their fight against the illiterateness
 Find the easy way to teach users with the good tools

3. The Proposed Application (عelmni)
Our application was implemented on android operating system which an operating system for mobile devices.
The advantage of this operating system is providing access to a wide range of useful libraries and tools that can
be used to build rich applications [11] as speech recognition.
We used three types of database in the application explained as the following: SharedPreferences Interface in
android for accessing and modifying preference data as key and value and using on small data [12]. Each
SharedPreferences file is managed by the framework and can be private or shared. Firebase is a mobile and web
application development platform, Firebase gives the tools and infrastructure that need to build better
applications and grow successful businesses. We used four services from Firebase: Realtime Database,
Authentication, Cloud Storage and Crash Reporting.
The application logo (عelmni) is pronounced AAlemni, which means teach me in English. The first letter is
Arabic letter (the first letter in the word Arab"  ("عرب.
3elmni application allows user to create account and login as shown in figure 1. Then the user can use the main
tabs of application. The main tabs are learning tab, practice tab and test tab.

Learning
Tab

•Letters
•Short Vowels
•Long Vowels
•Draw Letters

Practice
Tab

Test Tab

•1st (letter Sounds)
•2nd(letter Shape)
•3rd(collect Words)
•4th(read Words)
•5th( Short Vowels)

•Test Yourself
•Challenge a Friend

Figure 1: The main features of عelmni application
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The download manager is a system service that handles long-running HTTP downloads. Clients may request
that a URI be downloaded to a particular destination file. The download manager will conduct the download in
the background, taking care of HTTP interactions and retrying downloads after failures or across connectivity
changes and system reboots. Instances of this class should be obtained through getSystemService(String) by
passing DOWNLOAD_SERVICE. Applications that request downloads through this API should register a
broadcast receiver for ACTION_NOTIFICATION_CLICKED to appropriately handle when the user clicks on a
running download.

Figure 2: create account and login
To maintain security for the system and users, Android requires applications to request permission before the
application can use certain system data and features. Depending on how sensitive the area is, the system may
grant the permission automatically, or it may ask the user to approve the request in our application we added
some of these permissions: ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE, INTERNET, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE,
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, CAMERA.
To guarantee best performance user should consider the following; Minimum version of android should not less
than KitKat, If you doesn’t want to download the data on your device you should have an internet connection,
the device must support speech recognition technology to solve related quiz

4. عelmni Tabs Layout
3elmni application tabs use Arabic language and depend mainly on images. The GUI is friendly and easy to
understand. We use expressed icons rather than words. The user can create an account by entering Email address
as user identifier to confirm the account and password. Then the user used this data to login as shown in figure
2.
The application composed of three tabs learning tab, practice tab and test tab. The first tab is learning tab
contain four buttons Arabic letters, short vowels, long vowels and letter drawing as shown in figure 4. The letter
button opens the letters panel as shown in figure 3. As soon as the letter panel opened a song of Arabic letters is
played. When the user press any letter the letter showed, pronounced and three words contain the letter viewed
with their images as shown in figure 3.
The letter screen contains the letter image and the letter pronounced sound. Also it contain three words have the
letter in varies places (beginning, middle and end) of the word. Each word can be opened to show and listen the
word as shown in figure 4.
The second button in learning tab is short vowels tab. The short vowels in Arabic language called fatha, kasra
and damma. Fatha is a diagonal stroke written above the consonant which precedes it in pronunciation. It
represents a short vowel a (a little like the "u" in "but"; a short "ah" sound). Kasra is a diagonal stroke written
below the consonant which precedes it in pronunciation. It represents a short vowel i (like the "i" in English
"pit"). Damma is an apostrophe-like shape written above the consonant which precedes it in pronunciation. It
represents a short vowel u (like the "u" in "but"). The short vowel screen show three words with fatha, kasra and
damma as shown in figure 5(a).each word can viewed as shown in figure 5(b).
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Figure 3: learning tab and Arabic letters panel

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: a) the letter screen and b) word screen

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: a) The short vowel screen and b) the kasra short vowel
The third button in the learning tab is long vowels. The long vowel in Arabic language called Alif, Ya' and Wāw
[13]. Alif is the long vowel ā (a long "ahh" sound as in English "father"). Ya' is the long vowel ī (like the "ee" in
English "sheep"). It also represents the consonant y. When Ya' is used to represent the long vowel, kasra appears
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above the preceding consonant. Wāw is the long vowel ū (like the "oo" in "moon"). It also represents the
consonant w. When Waw is used to represent the long vowel, damma appears above the preceding consonant as
shown in figure 6.

(a)Arabic long vowel

(b) Alif

(c) Ya'

(d) Wāw

Figure 6: Arabic long vowel screen.
The fourth button is drawing. In this screen the selected letter is drawn to teach the user how to write the letter
as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: the drawing screen of letter
The practice tab composed of five levels practice buttons to train the user to remember the letters and words.
The first two levels are practice in letters while the next three levels are practice in word write and reading as
shown in figure 8 and figure 9. In the first level the user trained to remember and find matched the letter shape
as shown in fig 8(a).

Figure 8: examples

of practice levels from the first and second of letter
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The second level, the user match the letter vowel with the letter shape using picture of thing begin by the letter
vowel as shown in figure 8(b). The user answer’s is evaluated and go to the next exercise. The exercises are
selected randomly from the exercise data.
The levels from the third to the fifth are in word reading and writing. The third level shows picture of word and
the user compose the word from the given letters. In the fourth level the word is dictated to the user. The fifth
level shows the word and the user read it.

Figure 9: examples of practice levels from the third to the fifth
The last tab in application is test tab. There are two buttons in the test tab. The first button evaluates the user
performance. The evaluation test contains 10 questions. The time for each question is 15 seconds. The test
questions are selected randomly from question database. The second button is challenge a friend in the same test
as shown in figure 10.

Figure 10: The test tab, the evaluation test screen and the main menu
The main menu of the application contain many commands such as about application, download data, share the
application, and logoff as shown in figure10.

5. Conclusion
In this work we developed a learning application to learn Arabic to Arab illiterates and children. The application
has many teaching skills such as repeating, drawing, reading and dictating for letters and words. In terms of
usability, the application itself is incredibly easy to use and focuses on providing an excellent reading and
writing experience.
For the future work, we will Increase number of the examples and add English language documentation for
Non-Arabic speakers. We propose to study the performance of this application in some schools.
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